
 

The term multi objective optimization refers to air optimization

problem with multiple objectives many instances in life a in
business have competing objectives For example

you want to make good grades aid you
want time to relax to pursueother endeavors

you want to commute quickly azd you
want to commute safely
Business owners want to maximize their return

and minimize their risk

Engineers want to maximize the safety of their
design ad minimize its cost

Each of these examples has two objectives They are called

bi objective optimitation problems

The most common technique for solving such problems

is scalaritation you scalarize the objective by
weighting each objective and summing them up
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By placing a large weight on an objective you
are assigning more importance to that objective



By placing a zero weight on an objective you are

assigning no importance to that objective

By experimenting with the relative value of weights
you can find a solution that fits your needs

Two Approaches

The Linear Combination Approach Choose w L

Then adjust other weights relative to this

The adjustments are commonly done by order of
magnitude Change wz from 1 to to to loo to

Do this for all weights

The convex combination approaches All weights must
be non negative and sum to 1
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Start with W L and all others zero Decrease
w 0 while increasing other weights



Pareto Front Optimal Trade Off Curve

Both approaches yield a trade off curve the curve is

actually a surface when there are 3 or more objectives
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Once you know this curve any solution you pick should
be on the curve It is impossible to be above the

curve If you pick a point below the curve then
one objective can be improved without degrading the

other

All points on the curve are Pareto Optimal or

Pareto Efficient

Scalarization does not solve your problem It gives you
a set of points from which you should choose
if you want to be Pareto efficient



Definition A point x is Pareto optimal if there is no

Set

fix Effx for all i l l

fill Lfi x for some i

Such points are said to be non dominated since there
is no point that can dominate or be better in
every respect over x

Example Find the dominate points from this list

X f Lx
5,6 30,45 x

4,5 22,29
3,7 19,53 x

6,8 41,75 X

1,41 13,45

6,7 42,55 K

2,5 37,46 x

3,6 28,37 x

2,7 12,51
4,7 41,67 x



Constraint Scalarization

Another way to convert a multi objective problem into
a standard optimization problem is to convert some

of the objectives into constraints


